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Abstract—Actually traditional web applications are 

developed in random order without any systematic approach. 

One can say that web applications are developed in an ad-

hoc manner. There are lots of problem in traditional web 

application. Now to solve the all traditional problems there is 

a need of engineered development of web applications. Web 

Engineering, a rather new field of research, is however not 

yet explored in a very systematic way. They are not well 

documented and very difficult to maintain. In this paper, we 

present how methods of web frameworks/technologies and 

models of software engineering can be used for Web 

engineering with the implementation results. We show that 

the real challenge in web engineering is to adapt project 

plans and management to constant change of the underlying 

technology. This paper also describes various web 

application frameworks and related emerging technologies 

pertinent to the web engineering from a technical 

perspective. One said that web engineering should be 

understood as a framework to provide a continuous service, 

not a single, well-defined project. Obviously, it’s difficult 

because of web technologies evolution such as web 2.0, 

mobile devices popular, cloud computing concept etc. In 

summary, we propose the development disciplines for web 

engineering according to our development of 

computerization experience and business rules.  
 

Index Terms: Web Engineering, Web Framework, Web 

2.0, Web Service, E-Business, Programming Language 

I. INTRODUCTION 

     During the last 20 years the web has evolved into a global 

environment addressing applications that range from small-

scale and simple services to large-scale and complex enterprise 

applications distributed over Internet sites. Enterprises and 

companies are using the web to do business processes for their 

employees, to communicate with their partners and vendors, to 

integrate their back-end and databases, and to perform all 

kinds of e-commerce transactions including B2B, B2C and 

B2G. 

    Accordingly, a new development discipline called web 

engineering is evolving, which deals with the use of scientific, 

engineering, and management approaches to support the 

analysis, design, implementation, testing, and maintenance of 

distributed web-based applications. From a software, 

engineering and technical perspective the web is a new 

application domain until now. As it is generally the case with 

new domains, web engineering initially focuses on addressing 

web technologies and tools for personal and customized 

development. The huge growth of the web is now leading to 

large-scale distributed applications, which increasingly contain 

highly dynamic and interactive components, and handle 

gradually more sensitive and valuable content. Today, research 

focuses to concentrate on many distributed object-component 

technologies and web frameworks for web-based applications 

especially in e-commerce, e-business and the other similar 

areas within web-based enterprises [1]. 

    The Internet is a technology for organizations providing 

means to communicate with the public. It also has the only one 

characteristic without geographical boundary or time limit, 

everyone interacts through one-to-many or many-to-many 

networks meeting matches to do business and provide or 

request services they want. The growth of the World Wide 

Web has already had a significant impact everywhere, on our 

personal life and working lives. About 15+ years ago, it all 

started with static HTML pages and some CGI programs and 

did not really raise any engineering issues. The current steps 

towards user-friendly interactivity are popular pages whereby 

users could send data and information back to the application 

servers and simple “application sites” like guest books, many 

complex “dynamic applications” are possibly developed and 

work smoothly. The Internet also causes the evolution of web 

technologies and web frameworks, this action is a goal to 

match all users’ requirements, user-friendly interfaces and 

performance of doing business.  

    However, there has been a proliferation of different client-

side scripting languages and server-side component programs 

and many web sites do not work reliably because of their 

extremely chaotic maintenance. So one may ask project 

managers and engineers whether they have forgotten 

everything they learned in their software engineering, 

programming and project management classes [1]. 

This paper aims to give an indicative overview over 

development web engineering technologies and software 

engineering technologies-UML [23], SPICE (ISO/IEC 15504 

also known as SPICE - Software Process Improvement and 

Capability Determination) [32], CMMI (Capability Maturity 

Model Integration) [18] that have proven to be useful for web 

engineering. We propose the development disciplines for web 

engineering and re-engineering according to our development 

experience and business rules. We point to ongoing research 

on the direction of development disciplines to address web 

engineering issues, i.e. web technology’s evolution – Web 

Framework, Web-based server languages technique, Web 

Service, and Web 2.0 or above etc. 

mailto:ebilllee@gmail.com
mailto:njwang@mail.ntust.edu.tw
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II. WEB ENGINEERING 

A. Revisiting Web Engineering 

    Based on this definition and on [2], many define Web 

Engineering as follows: 1. Web Engineering is the application 

of systematic and quantifiable approaches (concepts, methods, 

techniques, tools) to cost-effective requirements analysis, 

design, implementation, testing, operation, and maintenance of 

high-quality web applications. 2. Web Engineering is also the 

scientific discipline concerned with the study of these 

approaches [3]. 

    Web engineering is concerned with establishing and using 

sound scientific, engineering and management principles for 

developing web-based applications. Conallen also had a 

definition that a web application being “a Web system (Web 

server, network, HTTP, browser) in which user input 

(navigation and data input) effects the state of the business” 

[4]. Traditional software engineering ensures efficient 

development and maintenance of software applications, web-

based applications have to be “re-engineered”, too. Though, it 

is not necessary to invent many new process models, notations 

or programming paradigms. Most web-based processes can be 

analyzed, designed, implemented and maintained by using 

existing techniques that have already been developed for 

object-oriented and component-based software. However, in 

contrast to software engineering, Web engineering is rather 

concerned with delivering a value service than a product 

around our life environment. 

     WIKIPEDIA is a fabulous collection of references, 

disciplines and resources to current knowledge and 

understanding to web sites engineering. Web engineering is 

multidisciplinary and encompasses contributions from diverse 

areas, Figure 1 show that: systems analysis and design, 

software engineering, hypermedia/hypertext engineering,  

human-computer interaction, user interface design, 

information engineering, information indexing and retrieval, 

testing, modeling and simulation, web service, 

cloud/net/mobile computing, web framework, web technology, 

project management, graphic design and presentation, and web 

2.0, as a matter of fact, the perfect definition of Web 2.0 

doesn’t exist yet until now according to our survey. Web 

engineering is neither a clone, nor a subset of software 

engineering, although both involve programming and software 

development. While web Engineering uses software 

engineering principles, it encompasses new approaches, 

methodologies, tools, techniques, and guidelines to meet the 

unique requirements of web-based applications [35]. 

    As an emerging discipline, web engineering actively 

promotes systematic, disciplined and quantifiable approaches 

towards successful development of high-quality, ubiquitously 

usable web-based systems and applications [3]. In particular, 

web engineering focuses on the methodologies, techniques and 

tools that are the foundation of web application development 

and which support their design, development, evolution, and 

evaluation. In virtue of the fact that Internet is popular 

everywhere, it deeply affects web application development. 

Thus, the kind of web-based requirement development has 

certain characteristics that make it different from traditional 

software, information system, or computer application 

development. We really confirm that all kinds of topics about 

web development and engineering are rather concerned and 

investigated than non-web ones. 

Many Google search 
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 Figure 1: Google Search images for the “Web Engineering” keyword 

B. Our Definition for Web Engineering 

    Although many said that web engineering is 

multidisciplinary and collects contributions from diverse areas. 

We think web engineering encompasses two major areas 

including software engineering and web technologies. 

Obviously, software engineering as an engineering discipline 

has been specified in the guide to the Software Engineering 

Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK) [33]. The SWEBOK has 

already become an internationally accepted standard ISO/IEC 

TR 19759:2005 [34] and is also widely recognized as a 

foundational document within the software engineering 

community. As for web technologies, various technologies to 

develop web-based components from diverse areas have been 

proposed to achieve all kinds of users’ requirements. In other 

words, the evolution of web technologies only has a goal that  

satisfies all of web-based requirements.  

    Consolidating all the research reviews, analyses and 

multidisciplinary fields, here is the new definition of web 

engineering: Web Engineering is the combination from both of 

software engineering development principles and web 

technologies evolution based on computer network. It is a 

rather new field of research, always has a great effect upon our 

life and work today and the future. 

C. Discovered Development value of Web Engineering 

Web engineering, computer digitalization’s state-of-the-art 

technologies, it is rather concerned with saving cost benefit 

under web applications development by the entrepreneurs, and 

here is the other discovered development value of Web 

Engineering: the Extension of the Enterprise’s Core 

Competence, has been proven to be successful for assisting   

the enterprise to do business and deliver more value services 

on the Internet.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_analysis_and_design
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_application
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_Engineering_Body_of_Knowledge
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_Engineering_Body_of_Knowledge
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_Engineering_Body_of_Knowledge
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III. OBJECTIVES OF WEB ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT 

    One of computer digitalization’s state-of-the-art 

technologies and emerging wisdoms – Web Engineering, 

Computer has been the most convenient and popular tool in 

business management. Formosa Plastics Groups (FPG), one of 

the biggest enterprises in Taiwan, adopted computer 

technologies since 1967. 

    In 1976, FPG started computerization in portion of 

accounting business. As early as 1983, FPG completed ERP 

(Enterprise Resource Planning) among different corporations. 

However, the ERP of the whole groups didn’t accomplish until 

1989. Since then, Formosa went step by step to apply 

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) and Supply Chain 

Management (SCM) systems, obtaining Electronic Data 

Interchange (EDI), Office Automation (OA), Internet/Web 

Engineering, etc. And eventually use computer to handle all 

purchasing and contracting business, i.e. Formosa 

Technologies Corp. (FTC) online E-MarketPlace. 

    FPG digitalization that connects administrative sections into 

the ERP covers six management systems including personnel, 

material, finance, business, production and engineering. It was 

a generation when information technology was rare and 

digitalization was difficult in 1980s. More than 30 years later, 

FPG is now proud of its excellence in management 

technologies which has became its core competitiveness.     

    The principles of digitalization are based on comprehensive 

planning, one-time inputting/multilevel transmitting, mutual 

auditing, and abnormal reaction and so on. State-of-the-art 

technologies help to integrate internal resources within groups 

and promote operation and management to reach its maxima 

efficiency. Moreover, FPC has a special global perspective. 

Where there are new factories there are digital technologies. 

No matter the new factories are in U.S., China, Vietnam or 

Indonesia, they all use the same computer system. It not only 

helps all related operation procedures to connect with and run 

smoothly, but also enhances vertical integration among 

corporations.  In all, computer technology is a time saving and 

quality improving revolution. 

 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND TECHNIQUES OF WEB 

ENGINEERING 

A. Web-Based Server Language Techniques 

1. ASP (Active Server Pages) 

Active Server Pages [6], [11] is a Microsoft promoted 

technology to enables HTML pages to be dynamic and 

interactive by embedding scripts, i.e. either VB Script or 

Jscript, Microsoft's alternative of Java Script. Since the scripts 

in ASP pages (.asp) are processed by the server, any browser 

can work with ASP pages regardless of its support for the 

scripting language used therein. 

Introduced by Microsoft in the mid-1990s, this is the 

standard programming system for Internet applications hosted 

on Windows servers. ASP is a compile-free application 

environment in which you can combine HTML pages scripts, 

and ActiveX (DCOM, COM+) server components to create 

powerful Web-based business solutions. Active Server Pages 

enables server-side scripting for IIS with native support for 

both VBScript and Jscript. 

2. PHP (Hypertext Preprocessor) 

PHP was created in 1994 by Rasmus Lerdorf. Self-

referentially short for PHP [7], [11] is Hypertext Preprocessor, 

an open source, server-side, HTML embedded scripting 

language used to create dynamic Web pages. In an HTML 

document, PHP script (similar syntax to that of Perl or C) is 

enclosed within special PHP tags. Because PHP is executed on 

the server, the client cannot view the PHP code. It also can 

perform any task that any CGI program can do, but its strength 

lies in its compatibility with many types of databases. Also, 

PHP can talk across networks using IMAP, SNMP, POP3, or 

HTTP.  

PHP is an open-source, server-side HTML embedded 

scripting language used to create dynamic Web pages. A 

dynamic Web page is a page that interacts with the user, so 

that each user visiting the page sees customized information. 

As with ASP, the PHP script is embedded within a Web page 

along with its HTML. A scripting language for writing short 

programs embedded in a web page. Unlike Java Script, PHP 

commands are executed on the web server, making it browser 

independent. The web browser only sees the resulting HTML 

output of the PHP code. It can be used to create Internet-based 

applications with numerous uses, including e-commerce. 

3. JSP (Java Server Pages) 

A scripting language based on Java [8], [11] for developing 

dynamic Web pages and web sites. A JSP compiler is used to 

generate Servlets from the JSP page. JSP allows web pages to 

be generated dynamically using a combination of XML tags 

and Java Servlets. Java Server Pages are web-pages and 

produced by Sun Microsystems. Technology that facilitates 

the development of dynamic Web pages and Web applications 

that use existing components, such as JavaBeans, Enterprise 

JavaBeans (EJB) and Web Objects components. This is one of 

the technologies created to enable development of platform-

independent web-based applications. 

JSPs have dynamic scripting capability that works in 

tandem with HTML code, the Java source code and its 

extensions help make the HTML more functional, being used 

in dynamic database queries, for example. JSPs are not 

restricted to any specific platform or server. JSP is an 

extension to Java Servlets allowing the dynamic generation of 

web pages. JSP is a technology that enables the mixing of 

regular static web pages (HTML) with content generated 

dynamically by Java Servlets. JSP can be used with Solaris 

and Linux (UNIX) platforms. 

4. PML (Program Macro Language) 

    PML was originally developed in 2001 by BCD (Business 

Computer Design Int’l Inc, http://www.bcdsoftware.com) [9], 

[10] WebSmart ILE. The main window of the WebSmart IDE 

lets you write free-hand code in a PML language. PML 

controls the entire flow of programs, and gives great flexibility 

to change the way programs work. Each program you create 

will contain some initial PML that comes from a template. 

You can then modify the code using the PML editor. Each 

template has PML embedded in it, with tokens, or 

http://www.bcdsoftware.com/
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placeholders, for information that is provided by the designer 

when they start to design a new program.  

    The WebSmart IDE uses intelligent wizards to prompt you 

for the relevant information to construct a complete program. 

The information that is asked for is based on the template's 

contents. The PML language, in conjunction with other 

components in the template, defines how the generated 

program will behave. However, once you have completed the 

initial steps provided by the Wizards, you can change the 

functionality of the program in any way shape or form, by 

changing the PML codes. You can also create new templates 

to match your requirement, which incorporate the behaviors 

and the look and the feel of the pages and programs you wish 

to create for your company or project.  

    How to learn PML? If you are at all familiar with any 

programming language (Java, VB, Delphi, C++ etc) then you 

will quickly adapt to the syntax of PML. Of all these 

languages, syntactically PML most closely resembles Java. 

 

B. MVC (Model-View-Controller) Design Pattern and 3-Tier 

Architecture 

    Model View Controller has been widely adapted as an 

architecture for World Wide Web applications in all major 

programming languages. Several commercial and 

noncommercial application frameworks have been created that 

enforce the pattern. These frameworks vary in their 

interpretations, mainly in the way that the MVC 

responsibilities are divided between the client and server [12]. 

The MVC paradigm is a way of breaking an application, 

or even just a piece of an application's interface, into three 

parts: the model, the view, and the controller. MVC was 

originally developed to map the traditional input, processing, 

output roles into the GUI realm [29]: Input (Controller)→

Processing (Model) → Output (View). In the three top 

programming languages, i.e. Java, .NET and PHP, the MVC 

Design Pattern is described as having the following 

components: 1. An application model with its data 

representation and business logic. 2. Views that provide data 

presentation and user input. 3. Controller to dispatch requests 

and control flow. The purpose of the MVC pattern is to 

separate the model from the view so that changes to the view 

can be implemented.     

    Three-tier architecture is a client-server architecture in 

which the user interface, functional process logic ("business 

rules"), computer data storage and data access are developed 

and maintained as independent modules, most often on 

separate platforms [13]. It was developed by John J. Donovan 

in Open Environment Corporation (OEC). The three-tier 

model is a software architecture pattern. It has the following 

three tiers [14]: Presentation tier, Application (Logic) tier and 

Data tier. An overview of the three-tier application is shown as 

Figure 2 captured from WIKIPEDIA. The basic combination 

for MVC and three-tier relationship is also shown as Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 2: The basic combination for MVC and three-tier relationship 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Overview of the three-tier application captured from 

WIKIPEDIA 

C. Web Services 

    In recent years, several Web service portals or directories 

have emerged such as WebServiceList, RemoteMethods, 

WSIndex, and XMethods.net [26]. However, due to the fact 

that these Web-based service directories fail to adhere to 

original Web services’ standards such as UDDI [27].  

 
Figure 4: the architecture of Web Services 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Wide_Web
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_application_framework
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Client%E2%80%93server_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Client%E2%80%93server_architecture
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User_interface
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_logic_layer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_data_storage
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_access
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Module_(computing)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Platform_(computing)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_J._Donovan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_Architecture_styles_and_patterns
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The implementation  sample codes for 

Web Services by using .Net C# language.

Call function 

Web Services

Return 

 
Figure 5: the implementation codes (.Net C#) for using Web Service applications 

 

There are four possible web service resources for collecting 

Web services on the Web, i.e. UDDI Business Registries 

(UBRs), Web-based such as Google and Yahoo search APIs, 

File Sharing tools such as Kazaa and Emule, Services Portals 

or Directories [26], [28]. Based on the above, there is a need to 

establish a targeted Web service principle that can potentially 

be used and obeyed for Web service development that hits a 

proper Web Services architecture, Figure 4 shows that.  

    The term “Web Services” describes a standardized way of 

integrating Web-based applications using the XML, SOAP, 

WSDL and UDDI open standards over an Internet protocol 

backbone. XML is used to tag the data, SOAP is used to 

transfer the data, WSDL is used for describing the services 

available and UDDI is used for listing what services are 

available. Used primarily as a means for businesses to 

communicate with each other and with clients. It is a method 

of communication between two electronic devices over the 

World Wide Web. It is also a software function provided at a 

network address over the web or the cloud. Web services 

allow different applications from different sources to 

communicate with each other without time-consuming custom 

coding, and because all communication is in XML, Web 

services are not tied to any one operating system or 

programming language. For example, Java can talk with Perl, 

Windows applications can talk with UNIX applications. It 

doesn’t require the use of browsers or HTM and it is 

sometimes called by application services. The implementation 

codes for using Web Service applications are shown as Figure 

5, return HTTP status codes (i.e. 200: OK, 401: Unauthorized, 

404: Not Found, 405: Method Not Allowed, 500: Internal 

Server Error, 503: Service Unavailable and so on). The trends 

of development technology programming languages for Web 

Services, the index ranked Microsoft C# at the top with the 

highest percent rating, followed by Java and PHP. 

 

D. Web 2.0 

    Web 2.0 describes web sites that use technology beyond the 

static pages of earlier web sites. The term was coined in 1999 

by Darcy DiNucci and was popularized by Tim O'Reilly at the 

O'Reilly Media Web 2.0 conference in 2004 [15], [16].  

 

Although Web 2.0 suggests a new version of the World Wide 

Web, it does not refer to an update to any technical 

specification, but rather to cumulative changes in the way web 

pages are made and used. In 2005, the term "Web 2.0" has 

clearly taken hold, with more than 9.5 million citations in 

Google, currently more than that. But there's still a huge 

amount of disagreement about just what Web 2.0 means, with 

some people decrying it as a meaningless marketing 

buzzword, and others accepting it as the new conventional 

wisdom [15]. 

1. For Social Impact: 

    The power of data connection and communication in Web 

2.0 shows a potential of building up a closer society among 

virtual communities. The transparency of internet, in addition 

to speedy and widespread information transmission, is likely 

to become an efficient tool for public opinion collections and 

exchange. It will eventually help to improve domestic 

democracy in the near future.  

2. For Commercial Impact:  

    As a matter of fact, the definition of Web 2.0 varies from 

person to person and the perfect one doesn’t exist yet. For 

technical researchers, it showcases the prosperity of social 

softwares such as SNG and BLOG. For bloggers, Web 2.0 is a 

convenient environment for people to interact with one another 

in virtual world. As for venture capital providers, it represents 

new market opportunities and game rules in different walks of 

life. From entrepreneurs’ point of view, Web 2.0 is a creative 

media, a cluster of social networks, and a brand new concept 

of business. For example, BLOG and Facebook are two of the 

popular and typical styles of Web 2.0 marketing. As Tim 

O’Reilly mentioned years before, if Netscape is the symbol of 

Web 1.0, Google undoubtedly represents the era of Web 2.0. 

Google discards traditional model to let companies look for 

target customers. On the contrary, it totally goes opposite 

direction to let consumers search for advertisements and 

products voluntarily. 

    Many always ask about the difference between Web 2.0 and 

Web 1.0. Web 2.0 refers to how we are using the internet 

today. In virtue of no perfect one definition of Web 2.0 (some 

believe it is just a marketing term), ones say is that they don't 

http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/A/application.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/X/XML.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/S/SOAP.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/W/WSDL.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/U/UDDI.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/O/open.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/S/standard.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/P/protocol.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/B/backbone.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/T/tag.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Wide_Web
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/O/operating_system.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/P/programming_language.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/J/Java.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/P/Perl.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/M/Microsoft_Windows.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/U/UNIX.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/B/browser.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/H/HTML.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tim_O%27Reilly
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/O%27Reilly_Media
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Wide_Web
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Wide_Web
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Wide_Web
http://radar.oreilly.com/archives/2005/08/not_20.html
http://radar.oreilly.com/archives/2005/08/not_20.html
http://radar.oreilly.com/archives/2005/08/not_20.html
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think there's a trade or service mark on "Web 1.0."  But 

O'Reilly has the service mark on Web 2.0. That's a big 

difference too. To combine both of social and commercial 

impact in our surveys, we accept and vote it as the new 

conventional wisdom. 

E. Recovery Management 

    In our surveys, we introduce our recovery management 

solutions [17]. IBM’s original designs of current system 

storage include DS4000/5000 series RAID (intermediate 

level), DS8000 series RAID (advance level) and SVC series 

(SAN Volume Controller) which is a virtual storage Gateway. 

All of the products mentioned above come with a storage 

replication adapter, a software which can work with VMware 

SRM (Site Recovery Manager), to establish an automatic 

disaster backup mechanism. The comparison of varies IBM 

recovery programs is shown as table 1. 

1.  Intermediate level DS series Remote Replication Mecha- 

nism: 

    DS4000/5000 remote replication is called Enhanced Remote 

Mirroring that can be divided into following three models: 

Metro Mirroring, Global Copy and Global Mirroring. 

Metro Mirroring is a typical model of synchronous replication. 

There is a Mirroring Repository Volume in main system to 

record every written I/O and keep its status and control. As the 

main station gets notified “an I/O received” from a backup 

station, that data reserved in Mirroring Repository Volume 

will be deleted. 

    Global Copy and Global Mirroring are asynchronous 

replication. The difference between these two is the former 

doesn’t have consistency group. It doesn’t guarantee the 

sequences of I/O in backup station are identical to the ones in 

front end main station when there are several I/O written to 

different volumes in a period of time. On the contrary, the 

latter has the function of consistency group so it promises the 

sequences of I/O in backup are exactly the same with the ones 

in its source. 

2. Advanced level DS series Remote Replication Mechanism: 

    Advanced DS8000 series have four remote replication 

models including Metro Mirror, global Copy, Global Mirror 

and Metro/Global Mirror. And only the last one belongs to 

three peers model which doesn’t’ work under VMware SRM 

structure. Metro Mirror is a typical replication of synchronous 

mirroring that used to be called Peer-to-Peer Remote Copy 

(PPRC). Global Copy is a model of a synchronous mirroring 

replication and used to be called Peer-to-Peer Remote Copy-

Extension Distance (PPRC-XD). 

    Global Mirror is asynchronous PPRC. It works with Global 

Copy and has consistency group. Users can set up several 

related volumes as a consistency group on the main system. As 

data is inputted into backup, they will be in the same order 

with the data in the main station. 

3. SVC Remote Replication Mechanism: 

    SVC is a virtual storage gateway. It doesn’t provide space 

for storage; instead, a storage pool can be created by using the 

RAID connecting with a SVC. Then, the main station can use 

the virtualized disk as a storage system. 

     SVC also provides replication models of Metro Mirror and 

Global Mirror. Both have consistency group and operate as 

DS8000. Comparing with DS4000/5000 or DS8000 that 

require to use same storage devices in two peers, SVC’s 

virtualization makes it more flexible and works between 

different storage devices to obtain remote replication.  
 

Table 1: The comparison of varies IBM recovery programs 
System Storage 

Product 
Remote Replication Software

*
 Type 

DS4000/5000 
Enhanced Remote 

Mirroring 

Metro Mirroring synchronous 

Global Copy 
asynchronous 

Global Mirroring 

DS8000 

Metro Mirror synchronous 

Global Copy 
asynchronous 

Global Mirror 

SVC Remote Copy 
Metro Mirror synchronous 

Global Copy asynchronous 

*: Only work with VMware SRM (Site Recovery Manager). 

Orange: we adopt recovery management solutions 

F. Process Models and Development Disciplines 

    Reviewing software engineering development, it includes 

five major topics: 1. Analysis→2. Design→3. Implementation

→ 4. Testing → 5. Maintenance. Until Now, Software 

engineering also covers all the major topics associated with 

software architecture: what software architecture is, its quality 

attributes, architectural styles, enabling concepts and 

techniques, architecture description languages, etc. [31]. 

Various models to evaluate the process of software 

engineering have been proposed, among them CMM (1987-

1997), CMMI (In 2002, version 1.1 was released) and SPICE. 

    SPICE (ISO/IEC 15504 also known as SPICE - Software 

Process Improvement and Capability Determination) is 

especially appropriate for a small organization or company 

that needs to be able to show the results of specific 

improvement efforts. Because the result of a SPICE 

assessment is a profile of individual capabilities in many areas, 

it can make more small-scale improvements than the CMM 

assessment [32]. 

    Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) is a process 

improvement training and certification program and service 

administered and marketed by Carnegie Mellon University and 

required by many Government programs for government 

contracts, especially software development. Under the CMMI 

methodology, processes are rated according to their maturity 

levels, which are defined as: Initial, Repeatable, Defined, 

Quantitatively Managed, Optimizing. Currently CMMI 

Version 1.3 is supported by the Carnegie Mellon Software 

Engineering Institute (SEI). CMMI is registered in the U.S. 

Patent and Trademark Office by Carnegie Mellon University. 

Thus, we obey all processes of the CMMI development 

softwares, and Formosa Technologies Corp. (FTC) was 

certificated by CMMI Level 2 in November 10, 2006. Being a 

bottom-up approach, we promote UML [24] as a modeling 

language that can be used throughout all five major stages of 

software engineering. In fact, it is a very popular modeling 

language that many implementing software engineers use in 

their projects and works everyday. The enterprise development 

disciplines for Web Engineering are shown as Figure 6. 

G. Quality Assurance 

    At the end of every web project process there should be a 

high-quality web application, because maintenance and 

documents are so essential that they should rather be seen as a 

part of the development. The CMMI Level 2 is adopted for 

http://radar.oreilly.com/archives/2006/05/web_20_service_mark_controvers.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Process_improvement
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Process_improvement
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Process_improvement
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carnegie_Mellon_University
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CMMI_Version_1.3
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CMMI_Version_1.3
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CMMI_Version_1.3
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carnegie_Mellon_University
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quality assurance, and its core process areas are listed below 

for development model. Maturity Level 2 [18], [19] – 

Managed  

• CM - Configuration Management 

• MA - Measurement and Analysis 

• PMC - Project Monitoring and Control 

• PP - Project Planning 

• PPQA - Process and Product Quality Assurance 

• REQM - Requirements Management 

• SAM - Supplier Agreement Management 

In 1998, Powell [20] proposes to evaluate a web application’s 

quality in eight dimensions. There will be quality assurance if 

all match with your project development, but CMMI or SPICE 

are preferred models for web projects and engineering. 

• Correctness (functionally and cosmetically error free) 

• Testability (against Specification) 

• Maintainability (maintenance) 

• Portability and scalability 

• Reusability 

• Robustness and reliability 

• Efficiency 

• Documentation 

H. The enterprise’s E-Business for Web Engineering 

    The business model for this e-Business is based on Active 

Service Providers (ASP) and the systems listing of the 

enterprise’s E-Business for Web Engineering are shown as 

table 2. More detail operation procedures are as follows [5]: 

1. Formosa Technologies Corp. (FTC) is responsible for 

system maintenance, clients daily data exchange and 

bidding management. 

2. Members training program is provided by FTC. 

3. FTC is in charge of upgrading system regularly. 

4. Clients have options to work as public (finding a match 

from all suppliers in E-MarketPlace) or private (finding a 

match from its own existing suppliers) models. 

    Table 3 shows five possible solutions of the 3-tier 

architecture after we were familiar with these five and had 

more experience about all kinds of web projects and system 

softwares implementation. It is also a chart concludes better 

solutions for enterprises and companies B2B, B2G, and B2C 

e-commerce or e-business in the era of Web Engineering. 

1. Analysis

2. Design

3. Implementation

4. Testing

5. Maintenance

Software

Engineering

Web

Engineering

The enterprise (FPGa/FTCb/FPCUSAc) development 

disciplines for Web Engineering

a: Formosa Plastics Group (FPG) in Taipei, Taiwan.  

b: Formosa Tech. Corp. (FTC) in Taipei, Taiwan

c: Formosa Plastics Corp. USA (FPCUSA) in New 

Jersey, USA

1. Web service

2. Web 1.0 or(+) 2.0

3. Data Encryption tech. 

4. Web tech. evolution

5  Web framework.

6. Mobile device 

    browser support

7. Process Model: 

    CMMI

8. UML, Design Pattern

9. Cloud computing etc  

Web Re-

Engineering

 2.0

Transition

Improvement

 

Process Assessment     

 

Implementation

User Interface 

Design

System Design

System Analysis

Bottom-Up Approach 

for Web Engineering

Development 

Cycle

Development

Disciplines

Development

Disciplines

Evolution

Bottom

-Up

Used

Re-Used

Figure 6: the enterprise development disciplines for Web Engineering 

 
Table 2: The systems listing of the enterprise’s E-Business for  

Web Engineering  

System/Product 

Type 

Systems List Description 

Enterprise 

Resource 

Planning 

 (ERP) 

1. 

Accounting 

2. 

Personnel    

    (Benefit, 

Payroll) 

3. Upstream  

     

product/sale   

     

marketing    

     system 

4. Downstream   

    product/sale  

    marketing system 

5.Material/Engineering 

   /Maintenance system 

6. Business Analysis  

    system 

General 

function 

modules  

for the 

enterprise 

ERP 

E-Commerce 

1. Customer Relationship 

Management (CRM) 

Customized 

system 

2. Purchasing Ordering system (B2B) 

For 

suppliers, 

purchasers,  

sellers, 

buyers, 

vendors 
3. Web Bidding system (B2B)  

4. FPG shopping system (B2C) 

For vendors, 

personal 

customers 

B2B E-

MarketPlace 

1. e-

Procurment  

    system 

(B2B) 

2. e-

Contracting  

    system 

(B2B) 

3. e-Invoice 

system 

    (B2B, 

B2G) 

4. Cargo Forwarder  

     system (B2B) 

4. Supply Chain       

     Management (B2B) 

The FTC* 

B2B e-

MarketPlace 

function 

modules [5] 

Information 

System 

1. FPG Work-Flow system 

OA system 

2. Point of Sale system (POS) 

3. Geographic information system 

(GIS) 

Customized 

system 

*: Formosa Tech. Corp. (FTC) in Taipei, Taiwan, open website http://www.efpg.com.tw 

According to TIOBE Software's latest Programming 

Community Index [25], TIOBE is a Netherlands-based 

provider of software quality assessment services based on the 

ISO/IEC 9126 standard. In August 2013, the index ranked 

Java at the top with the highest percent rating, just edging C, 

but with some distance from other top languages, including 

C++, Objective-C, and PHP etc.  

    Java is incredibly entrenched technology, which is backed 

by some of the world's largest and most influential software 

companies, including IBM and Oracle, are two of the leading 

brands, IBM using WebSphere [21] as the core of its e-

business and Oracle also adopting JDeveloper for e-commerce 

solutions. One said that these are companies that still have a 

strong influence and transaction-oriented applications on e-

business. Consolidating these above, Java is still the most 

popular programming language in e-business field for the 

enterprise’s web engineering from other top languages, 

including C++, C#, and PHP etc. 

 

http://www.efpg.com.tw/
http://www.tiobe.com/index.php/content/paperinfo/tpci/index.html?date=jan2013
http://www.tiobe.com/index.php/content/paperinfo/tpci/index.html?date=jan2013
http://www.tiobe.com/index.php/content/paperinfo/tpci/index.html?date=jan2013
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Table 3: five possible solutions of the 3-tier architecture 

 
Kernel 

Program 

Web 

Program 

Data 

Base 

Application 

Server 

O.S. 

Platform 

Cross 

Platform 
Description 

1 
C++/C# 
+DCOM 

ASP/ 
ASPX 

SQL 
Server 

IIS Window No N/A 

2 C++/C PHP 
My- 
SQL 

Apache 

Window 

/Linux 

/Unix 

Yes- 
No MFCa 

N/A 

3 
JavaBean 

+EJBb 
JSP Oracle 

Tomcat 

/WASc 

Window 

/Solaris/Unix 
Yes 

WAS: IBM WebSphere 

Java app. server 

4 PMLd + Javae HTML AS400/DB2 
Apache 

+WASf 
i Seriesg No 

1. WAS: BCD WebSmart 
    web app. server 

2. i Series fully support 

    Java if using Java 

5 PHPh + Javae HTML AS400/DB2 
Apache 

+Zendi 

i Series/ 
Window 

/Linux/Unix 

Yes 

1. Zend: Zend Tech. PHP 
    app. Server (free or CE     

    versions) 

2. Zend and IBM have 

    worked together to support 

    PHP 
a. MFC: Microsoft Foundation Class Library, MFC was introduced in 1992 with Micro- 

    soft's C/C++ 7.0 compiler. 

b. EJB: Enterprise JavaBeans was originally developed in 1997 by IBM. 

c. WAS: WebSphere Application Server is the IBM Application Server software. 

d. PML: Programming Macro Language was originally developed in 2001 by BCD WebSmart  

   ILE.BCD (Business Computer Design Int’l Inc., website http://www.bcdsoftware.com ), and  

  PML has 170+ functions. BCD’s PML is also extendable – you can create your own  

   functions into the tool’s utilities.   

e. The IBM System i fully supports the Java language, including a 32/64-bit  

   Java Virtual  Machine (JVM). 

 

f. If the program is a WebSmart program, the WebSmart Web Application Server (WAS) is used to  

   provide all the supporting functions for the programs to interact with a browser.   

g. The platform developed and manufactured in 1988 by IBM and was first introduced as the AS/400  

   (Application System/400) on June 21, 1988 and later renamed to the eServer iSeries in 2000. 

   The latest version of IBM System i is 7.1, (announced on April 13, 2010 and) released on April 23,   

   2010. Version Support Schedule: 

     http://www-947.ibm.com/systems/support/i/planning/upgrade/suptschedule.html 

h. BCD WebSmart PHP programs are written entirely in PHP and HTML.5000+ PHP functions  

    cataloged and integrated into the WebSmart IDE.   

i. Zend Server refers to a PHP application server product line offered by Zend Technologies, released in  

   2009  with production support available  for Windows and Linux. It is available in two versions, Zend  

   Server and Zend Server Community Edition (CE versions). 

 

V. RESULT DISCUSSION AND BENEFIT 

ANALYSIS 

A. Integration Cases 

    In the paper [5], the implementation of integrating e-

Procurment, e-Contracting and e-Invoice platforms for the 

B2B E-MarketPlace web-based system, it obeys totally the 

CMMI development processes and is a successful platform to 

do business for the enterprise and others, i.e. suppliers, 

purchasers, members, sellers, and buyers etc.  

The concept of integrating FTC B2B e-Invoice and e-

Marketplace is shown as Figure 7, and the other one of 

integrating FTC B2B e-Invoice and e-Marketplace’s 

purchasing ordering system is also shown as Figure 8. 

Consequently, the integration of e-business web applications 

can be also doing easily if web engineering is adopted fully 

and executed successfully. Undoubtedly web engineering 

brings the enterprise’s computer digitalization, can be both 

convenient and eco-friendly ways to do business. 

B. visible benefits 

1. Share all members information from both buyers and 

sellers, and the one month quantities of member and 

case in B2B E-MarketPlace and E-Commerce shown as 

Table 4. 

2. Members in the E-MarketPlace are qualified to apply 

for Purchase Order Financing from 7 banks working 

with Formosa Plastics Group (http://www.e-

fpg.com.tw/j2sp/mgt/mgt_logon.jsp). However, banks 

make final decision according to clients payment and 

credit records. 

3. FPG computer digitalization saves up 4134 people and 

up to NTD $3.8 billions (USD $126 millions) of 

personnel cost [22] (the author is FTC’s president), and 

the computerization brings much invisible and visible 

benefits every year. Which is a huge incentive for e-

commerce and web engineering development. 

4. Reduce invoice related cost (issuing, printing, mailing 

and storage etc), according to Celent Communications 

LLC, an international financial research and consulting 

firm, sellers save up to USD$15 per invoice while 

buyers save USD$6~$10 per invoice by using digital 

ones. Statistic indicates Taiwanese companies uses 8 

billion paper-based invoice a year. However, if they 

switch to e-invoice, the whole country can save up to 

NTD$2 billions (USD$ 66 millions) every year [30]. 

These show time and cost-saving are the direct benefits 

coming from using e-invoice under web application 

development. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

    Despite the fact that today’s Internet sites are designed, 

implemented and maintained in an ad-hoc way, we are 

convinced that sound web engineering is possible with the 

tools and techniques already available, Table 5, such as we use 

the software and hardware techniques listing of implementing 

the enterprise E-Business systems, i.e. ERP, E-Commerce, E-

MarketPlace and Information systems etc. The days of creative 

chaos are gone and project managers and engineers have never 

forgotten everything they learned in their software engineering, 

programming and project management classes. It is the 

soundness of web engineering principles that is here to stay 

and go. 

    In future, The CMMI Level 3 – Defined will be adopted for 

development process model and quality assurance. We also 

continue totally support to improve the enterprise’s 

digitalization and computerization, follow the soundness of 

web engineering principles. 

http://www.bcdsoftware.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Java_(programming_language)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Java_Virtual_Machine
http://www-947.ibm.com/systems/support/i/planning/upgrade/suptschedule.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PHP
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Application_server
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zend_Technologies
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Windows
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linux
http://www.e-fpg.com.tw/j2sp/mgt/mgt_logon.jsp
http://www.e-fpg.com.tw/j2sp/mgt/mgt_logon.jsp
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Figure 7: the concept of Integrating FTC B2B e-Invoice and e-

Marketplace 

 

 

Figure 8: the concept of integrating FTC B2B e-Invoice and e-

Marketplace’s purchase ordering system 
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Table 4: Quantities of member and case in Formosa Plastics Groups E-Business 

(E-MarketPlace, E-Commerce)(August/2/2013 - September/3/2013) 

Date 
Sup-

pliers 

V

Ven-

dors 

E-Invoice 

members 

Purchase 

cases 

Contract-

ing cases 

E-Invoice 

Quantities 

 

Bidding 

cases
d
 

Web 

Bidding 

Vendors
e
 

Web 

Bidding 

cases
e
 

8/2 13655 9376 7790 11525 2018 113 218 11195 307 

8/3 13658 9377 7790 11756 2336 159 173 11205 0
e
 

8/4 13658 9379 7790 11730 2341 189 171 11205 0 

8/5 13670 9381 7790 11724 1910 88 202 11210 265 

8/6 13685 9377 7790 13705 1930 183 188 11214 318 

8/7 13695 9380 7790 14217 1902 227 189 11224 170 

8/8 13702 9383 7790 12790 1835 324 217 11227 164 

8/9 13716 9386 7791 13200 1817 194 276 11239 463 

8/10 13719 9386 7791 13168 2169 197 261 11239 0 

8/11 13719 9386 7791 13146 2168 89 260 11239 0 

8/12 13732 9387 7791 13144 1808 107 318 11246 247 

8/13 13747 9389 7791 13989 1852 276 334 11247 380 

8/14 13757 9390 7792 13653 1814 238 335 11249 300 

8/15 13767 9384 7792 12089 1842 154 333 11251 238 

8/16 13770 9388 7792 11647 1765 172 227 11257 287 

8/17 13774 9389 7792 11314 2144 62 260 11257 0 

8/18 13776 9390 7792 11263 2136 114 253 11257 0 

8/19 13789 9393 7792 11262 1793 225 270 11258 276 

8/20 13798 9400 7793 12207 1858 161 239 11259 332 

8/21 13802 9401 7793 11734 1895 245 207 11262 502 

8/22 13807 9402 7793 10548 1775 115 210 11266 249 

8/23 13810 9405 7793 9130 1690 334 219 11271 357 

8/24 13719 9375 7793 10322 2126 163 181 11274 0 

8/25 13720 9375 7793 10291 2117 84 173 11274 0 

8/26 13646 9366 7836 10276 1716 257 224 11275 227 

8/27 13662 9376 7839 11186 1810 283 228 11278 385 

8/28 13681 9385 7839 10950 1979 229 215 11283 280 

8/29 13700 9390 7839 10894 1924 179 205 11285 288 

8/30 13715 9394 7839 10848 1837 209 201 11292 423 

8/31 13717 9392 7839 11484 2189 151 181 11292 0 

9/1 13719 9392 7839 11484 2189 45 181 11292 0 

9/2 13729 9396 7839 11482 1925 159 189 11295 70 

9/3 13741 9398 7839 11808 1802 204 174 11295 136 

a: Buyers: 13, Contractees: 7, E-Invoice Core members: 162, Bidders: 6 

b: E-Invoice core members in Buyer side: 84, E-Invoice core members in Seller side: 78 

c: Formosa Technologies Corp. (FTC) open website in Chinese http://www.e-fpg.com.tw 

d: Bidding cases in Taiwan 

e: Bidding vendors and cases in USA, and there is no bidding cases on Saturday and Sunday 

 

 

http://www.e-fpg.com.tw/
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Table 5: The software and hardware techniques listing of implementing the enterprise E-Business 

(ERP, E-Commerce, E-MarketPlace web-based and information system) system 

 

 
Techniques 

Listing 
Manufacturer 

Product name 

(Year)/Techniques/skills 

Program Languages 

/Services 

Embedded(Default) 

Specifications 

Locationz 

(USA, Taiwan,  

Both) 

1 

Developer 

softwares and 

tools 

Microsoft 

 

Microsoft Visual Studio  

(2005/2008/2010/2012) 

Visual C#, Visual Basic. 

 

.NET framework 2.0, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 

4.5.  

 

Both 

Oracle 

 

Oracle JDeveloper 

10.1(2007) 

Java Bean, SQL, JDBC. JDK 1.5 

Oracle Developer 

D2K(2000) 

SQL, PL/SQL, Store procedure, 

function 

PL/SQL Debugger 

SQL Tuning 

Taiwan 

IBM 

 

IBM WSADa 5.1.2(2004) 

IBM RADa 7.0.0.8(2008) 

 

Java, JSP, EJB,  Html. JSP 1.2, Servlet 2.3, JDK 1.4.1/1.4.2,  

WTEa 5.1, WASa 5.1,  

EJB a 2.0. 

Both 

BCDe 

ESDIe 

 

WebSmart ILE 9.4(2012) 

WebSmart PHP 5.4(2012) 

PML, PHP, Java, Html, JavaScript Default or upgrade  

 

USA 

2 

Programming 

techniques and 

skills 

US Java, .NET, SQL, PL/SQL, 

Shell Script, Ajax, Html, 

JavaScript, jQuery, CSS, 

XML, Flash, System 

Analysis, System Design, 

UML, E-R Model etc 

Java, C#, VB, SQL, PL/SQL, 

JavaScript, Shell Script, Ajax, 

jQuery, UML, E-R Model, Flash 

etc 

N/A Both 

PML, PHP PML, PHP USA 

3 

Database tools 

and skills 

Questb TOAD for Oracle 8.6(2005) 

SQL Navigator 4.4(2005) 

SQL, PL/SQL, 

Functions, Procedures, Packages, 

Snapshots, Triggers, Batch job, 

Java Import etc 

PL/SQL Debugger 

SQL Tuning 

Both 

Oracle 

 

Oracle SQL *Plus 

8.1.7(2000), 9.2(2002), 

10.2(2005) 

IBM AS/400 iSeries Navigator  

V5R4(2006), V6R1(2008), 

V7R1(2010) 

RPG, CLP, ILE, 

SQL, Batch job etc 

Default or upgrade  

 

USA 

4 

Encryption 

technology 

 

Trade-Vanc 

 

PKIc e-Seal system, SSL3, 

Digital Sig-nature 

Built in library for Java/.Net 

Interface use 

N/A Taiwan 

5 

Framework used Sunb J2EE 1.4  Java, JSP, EJB, Html. 

 

Default or upgrade  

(J2EE 1.3/1.4) 

Both 

Apacheg 

 

Struts 1.2(2004, MVCd) 

 

Java,  

Struts-config.xml. 

Struts 1.2.9(2006) in IBM RAD 

Oracle(Mojarra) JSF 1.1(2004, MVCd) 

 

Java,  

Faces-config.xml. 

JSF 1.2(2006) in IBM   RAD 

Microsoft 

 

.NET 3.0, 3.5, 4.0(MVCd) 

 

C#, VB, Windows services. .NET framework 2.0, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 

4.5.  

N/A 3-tier N/A N/A 

6 

Application 

server 

IBM  WASa 5.1(2004), WAS 

6.0(2004), WAS 6.1(2006) 

HTTP, JMS, 

HTTPS, RMI, JAAS, SOAP, 

Java2 Security, JDBC. 

Default or upgrade Both 

Microsoft IIS 6.0(2009) HTTP, HTTPS,ODBC Default or upgrade Both 

Apacheg Apache Free software IBM i HTTP Web Server USA 

 Zendh Zend PHP application server Zend Server for IBM i(PHP 5.3) 

BCDe  

ESDIe 

Nexus Portal 4.0(2012) Nexus Portal offers tight Security, 

Application Frameworks, Web 

Menus,  ECM(Enterprise Content 

Management) and more 

IBM i-hosted Web Portal solution, 

default or upgrade 

WebSmart Web Application 

Server(alias as WAS) 

Provide all the supporting 

functions for the WebSmart 

programs to interact with a 

browser 

Reside on the IBM i in a library called 

XL_WEBSPT 

7 

Data exchange 

requirement 

Microsoft 

 

Microsoft BizTalk Server 

3.0(2004)  

Queues  

 

Default or upgrade  Both 

EditML Tech. EditML 1.0(1999) or later XML XML 1.0 or later 

8 

O.S. platform Sunb Oracle Solaris 8(2000) or later Network setup and System devices 

configure 

Default or upgrade Taiwan 

Microsoft Windows server(2003/2008) Both 

IBM 

 
i Series V5R4(2006), 

V6R1(2008), V7R1(2010) 

USA 

AIX 6.1(2007) Both 

Many Linux Free and open-source software 

9 

Techniques and 

documents 

reference 

Eclipse Eclipse.org(2001-2013) Java reference Free and open-source software Both 

Microsoft MSDN.Microsoft.com .Net reference Consulting questions 

PHP PHP.net PHP reference Free and open-source software USA 

 BCDe +ESDIe  BCD.com WebSmart reference Consulting questions 

10 

Hardware  

specifications I 

Sun RISCa SPARCa-based: Sun 4 

(UltraSPARC II V9)(2000-

2002) or later 

Built in default or upgrade For Oracle Solaris OS, Default or 

upgrade 

Taiwan 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PHP
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Application_server
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IBM IBM Power 4 or later For IBM AIX OS, Default or upgrade Both 

11 

Hardware  

specifications II 

IBM IBM Power 750/8233-

E8B(2010) or later 

Built in default or upgrade For IBM i Series i5/OS,  

Default or upgrade 

USA 

IBM System x3630 

M3(7377) or later 

For Windows server(2003/2008) Both 

12 

 

Report techniques 

and skills 

US iText.jar(PDF), 

Xerces.jar(XML), 

Jxl.jar(Excel) 

Java jar and Windows application 

library 

Free and open-source utilities Both 

Jinfonet  JReport 7.3(2006-2007) or 

later 

Enterprise Reporting 

Built in Java 

Default or upgrade Both 

BCDe 

ESDIe 

Clover 3.9(2012) Web report - Dynamic flash graphs 

for IBM i 

Export to PDF/Excel USA 

Catapult 7.70(2012) Automated report distribution for 

IBM i 

Report distributor to ECM(Enterprise 

Content Management) or Network 

folders 

13 

Web services 

techniques 

US 

Symmetryf 

Symmetry Tax Engine(STE) 

library(2012)  

.Net and Java library 

Web Services 

Win 32/64-bit library for .Net/Java 

using 

Protocols: WSDL, SOAP  

USA 

14 

Load balance 

requirement 

US 

 

Customized Program 

dispatchor 

Balance network data stream and 

work flow 

Customized program Both 

Load Balancing Virtual 

Machines 

Setup and configure balancer 

Many Load Balancer machine Default or upgrade 

15 

Recovery 

managementy 

VMware VMware Site Recovery 

Manager(SRM) 

Remote replication software- 

Enhanced Remote Mirroringx 

(Synchronous/Asynchronous) 

Metro Mirroring, Global Copy, 

Global Mirroring 

Both 

IBM DS4000/5000, SVC 

16 

Object-oriented 

analysis and 

design   

Microsoft 

US 

Visio 2003(2003) Use case, System/Data flow 

diagram, E-R model, Business 

procedure,  Network architecture 

etc  

Default or upgrade Both 

IBM 

US 

IBM Rational 7.0(2006) 

IBM Rational 8.0(2010) 

UML, SA, SD, PG, Java Design 

Pattern, Database E-R model etc  

1. Supports model-to-code and code-

to-model transformations(UML to 

Java/C#/C++/EJB/WSDL/SQL), 

Reverse transformations(Java/C#/C++ 

to UML). 

2. Includes all of the capabilities of 

IBM Rational Application Developer. 

3. Built on Eclipse techniques 

17 

Search engine 

index 

US Java/.Net techniques Database datas are built in search 

index by using Java /.Net 

techniques 

Search Performance issue and web 

data/workflow performance 

Both 

18 

Client-side 

browser 

compatibilityw 

Google Chrome(2008-2013) Freeware, Internet, Intranet, 

HTTP, HTTPS, JavaScript, 

jQuery, Flash etc 

Default or upgrade Both(World Wide) 

Microsoft I.E. 7.0(2006), 8.0(2008),  

9.0(2011), 10.0(2012) 

(1995-2013)  

Mozilla Firefox 3.6(2009) 

(1998-2012) 

Apple Safari 4(2008), 5(2010), 

5.1.7(2012) 

(2007-2012) 

Default or upgrade,  

Safari (2007-2012) for Windows OS 

19 

Mobile device 

/browser support 

Apple iPhone, iPad Mobile web browsing- Safari Freeware, Default or upgrade Both(World Wide) 

Samsung, HTC, 

Sony, LG, Intel,  

Others etc 

SmartPhone Mobile web browsing- Chrome, 

Firefox, Androidb, Opera etc 

20 

Web 2.0 US 

 

Above + others for 

improvement in future 

Above + others for improvement 

in future 

Above + others for improvement in 

future 

Both 

Many Above or(+) others Above or(+) others Above or(+) others N/A(World Wide) 

21 

Software/Web 

Engineering 

Carnegie Mellon 

University 

SEIv 

CMM    (1987-1997) 

CMMIv v1.1(2002) 

CMMI  v1.2(2006) 

CMMI  v1.3(2010) 

Level 1- Level 5(Highest) Level 1: Initial 

Level 2: Managed 

Level 3: Defined 

Level 4: Quantitative Managed                 

Level 5: Optimizing 

Both(FTCv was 

certificated by 

CMMI Level 2 in 

Nov. 10, 2006) US 

ISOv 

IECv 

SPICEv 

(ISO/IEC 15504) 

(1993-2013) 

Level 0- Level 5(Highest) 

 

Level 1: Performed 

Level 2: Managed 

Level 3: Established 

Level 4: 

Predictable 

Level 5: 

Optimizing 

N/A(World Wide) 

a: WSAD (WebSphere  Studio Application Developer), RAD (Rational Application  

    Developer), WAS (WebSphere Application Server), WTE (WebSphere Test  

    Environment), EJB (Enterprise JavaBeans), SPARC(Scalable Processor  

    ARChitecture), RISC (Reduced instruction set computing). 

b: Sun Microsystems was acquired by Oracle Corporation in 2010.  

    Quest Software was acquired by Dell inc. in 2012.  

     Android Inc. was acquired by Google in 2005,  and at that time, many assumed that  

Google was planning to enter the mobile phone market with this move.  

c: The partner Trade-Van is authenticated by Taiwan Network PKI Certificate.   

    (http://www.itradevan.com), PKI (Public key infrastructure)  

d: MVC (Model-View-Controller). 

e: BCD in USA (Business Computer Design Int’l Inc., website  

    http://www.bcdsoftware.com), ESDI in Canada (ExcelSystems Software  

    Development Inc., Software Development and Technical Support) 

f: In Arizona, USA, Symmetry Software Corp. (http://www.symmetry.com) has payroll tax  

    solutions of USA and Canada. 

g: The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/). 

h: Zend Server refers to a PHP application server product line offered by Zend Technologies (http://www.zend.com),  

     released in 2009. 

v: CMMI (Capability Maturity Model Integration), SPICE (Software Process Improvement and Capability  

    Determination), ISO (International Organization for Standardization),  

    IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission), SEI (Software Engineering Institute),  

    FTC (Formosa Technologies Corp., http://www.efpg.com.tw) in Taipei, Taiwan. 

w: Browser usage on Wikimedia servers in September 2012 (Chrome: 29.03%, IE: 22.54%, Firefox: 19.26%, Safari:  

     15.59%, Android: 4.59%, Opera: 4.53%, Other: 4.46%), Usage share of web browsers on Wikimedia servers 

x: Only use VMware Site Recovery Manager (SRM) operation model 

y: Datas are Synchronous/Asynchronous between three cities (Taipei, Taichung, Kaohsiung) in Taiwan. And the  

      same process is between three states (New Jersey, Delaware, Texas) in USA. 

z: Where to use? Formosa Plastics Group (FPG) in Taipei, Taiwan. And Formosa Plastics Corp. USA (FPCUSA) in  

    New Jersey, USA.  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enterprise_reporting
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http://www.itradevan.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_key_infrastructure
http://www.bcdsoftware.com/
http://www.symmetry.com/
http://www.apache.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PHP
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Application_server
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zend_Technologies
http://www.zend.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Organization_for_Standardization
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_Engineering_Institute
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